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a b s t r a c t
The structural and electronic properties of group III rich In0.53Ga0.47As(001) have been studied using
scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/STS). At room temperature (300 K), STM images show
that the In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4 × 2) reconstruction is comprised of undimerized In/Ga atoms in the top layer.
Quantitative comparison of the In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4 × 2) and InAs(001)–(4 × 2) shows the reconstructions
are almost identical, but In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4 × 2) has at least a 4× higher surface defect density even on
the best samples. At low temperature (77 K), STM images show that the most probable In0.53Ga0.47As(001)
reconstruction is comprised of one In/Ga dimer and two undimerized In/Ga atoms in the top layer in a
double (4 × 2) unit cell. Density functional theory (DFT) simulations at elevated temperature are consistent
with the experimentally observed 300 K structure being a thermal superposition of three structures. DFT
molecular dynamics (MD) show the row dimer formation and breaking is facilitated by the very large
motions of tricoodinated row edge As atoms and z motion of In/Ga row atoms induced changes in As–In/Ga–
As bond angles at elevated temperature. STS results show there is a surface dipole or the pinning states near
the valence band (VB) for 300 K In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4 × 2) surface consistent with DFT calculations. DFT
calculations of the band-decomposed charge density indicate that the strained unbuckled trough dimers
being responsible for the surface pinning.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
III–V compound semiconductors are becoming increasingly important for a wide range of potential applications such as optoelectronic devices and high-speed, low-power logic applications, owing to
their high electron mobilities, direct bandgaps, and high breakdown
voltages. Nearly all these devices employ oxide-semiconductor,
metal-semiconductor, or semiconductor–semiconductor interfaces.
Therefore, it is necessary to understand the chemistry and physics of
III–V compound semiconductors' atomic-scale surface reconstructions since they play a critical role in interface formation.
In0.53Ga0.47As is a convenient III–V compound semiconductor for a
metal–oxide–semiconductor ﬁeld-effect transistor (MOSFET) channel
material due to its high electronic mobility (~14,000 cm2 V− 1 s− 1),
high breakdown ﬁeld, and its ability to be grown lattice matched on the
semi-insulator substrate, InP. The key to fabricating a practical III–V
MOSFET is forming an unpinned oxide–semiconductor interface with
low ﬁxed charge and low trap density. The interface quality between
the oxide and III–V compound semiconductor has been found to
correlate with the type of semiconductor surface reconstruction [1].
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Although the As-rich InGaAs(001)–(2× 4) and (4× 3) reconstructions
have been the focus of many scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
investigations and a few theoretical studies [2–4], there is still no
consensus on the surface structure of the group III rich In0.53Ga0.47As
(001)–(4× 2). The group III rich reconstructions may be especially
important for gate oxides deposition. It is likely that the As-rich (2× 4)
reconstruction undergoes oxygen induced displacement reactions
during gate oxide deposition because the dimerized arsenic atoms are
likely to be displaced by ambient oxygen during oxide deposition [5–8].
Conversely, the group III rich (4× 2) reconstructions are less reactive to
oxygen and, therefore, probably more suitable for oxide deposition [9].
In this report, the ﬁrst study of the surface reconstructions of the
group III rich In0.53Ga0.47As(001) at both 300 K room temperature
(RT) and 77 K low temperature (LT), using STM is presented. STM
images of the In0.53Ga0.47As(001) show that the surface structures are
different at 300 K and 77 K. At 300 K, the In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4 × 2)
surface appears to have only undimerized group III In/Ga topmost row
atoms. At 77 K, the In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4 × 2) surface has both
undimerized and dimerized group III In/Ga topmost row atoms. The
RT and LT reconstructions observed by STM for In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–
(4 × 2) are nearly identical to those observed by STM for InAs(001)–
(4 × 2). Standard DFT shows a bandgap for InGaAs(001) in contrast to
InAs(001); therefore, the modeling of InGaAs(001) allows reasonably
accurate calculations of the electronic structure for comparison to
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experimental results. For both In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4× 2) and InAs
(001)–(4× 2) density functional theory (DFT) simulations predict that
undimerized and dimerized structures have an energy difference of less
than 10 meV per surface atom consistent with the 300 K structure not
being a completely different structure than the 77 K structure but
instead being a thermal superposition of three nearly degenerate
structures; this was conﬁrmed using DFT molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations at elevated temperature. Both scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) and DFT calculations show that the In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–
(4× 2) 300 K structure is pinned.
2. Experimental and theoretical methods
MBE was employed to grow a 0.2 μm layer of 1 × 1018 cm− 3 doped
In0.53Ga0.47As, lattice matched on 500 μm thick InP(001) substrates
(Wafer Technology) with 1 × 1018 cm− 3 doping. Experiments were
performed on both n-type and p-type wafers. The re-grown wafers
were capped in situ with a 50 nm protective As2 cap. The wafers were
transferred to a vacuum container for transporting to the STM chamber.
The STM chamber is equipped with low energy electron diffraction
(LEED) for determination of the surface periodicity. Omicron VT-STM
and LT-STM spectrometers were employed for determination of atomic
structure at 300 K and 77 K. All the experiments were performed in
ultra-high vacuum (UHV) systems with a background pressure less
than 8 × 10− 11 Torr. The As2 capped samples were radiatively heated to
obtain the desired In0.53Ga0.47As(001) surface reconstruction. A three
step decapping and annealing procedure was performed. First, the
samples were initially held at 180 °C for at least 2 h of degassing. This
removed the weakly bonded impurities from the surface such as water.
Second, the sample temperature was raised to 330 °C for typically
between 2 and 4 h to remove the As-cap. Finally, the sample was
gradually heated to the peak temperature (around 450 °C for InAs
(001)–(4 × 2) and 460 °C for In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4 × 2) ) and held for
15 min followed by a quick quenching. Following the As-decapping and
annealing procedure, the surface reconstruction was veriﬁed by LEED.
Afterwards, the sample was transferred into the STM chamber. STM
images were taken at both 300 K room temperature and 77 K low
temperature. Typical imaging conditions for both room temperature
and low temperature are constant-current mode with a typical 50–
100 pA setpoint tunneling current and −2 V sample bias voltage
relative to the tungsten tip.
All DFT simulations were performed with the Vienna Ab-initio
Simulation Package (VASP) [10,11] using projector augmented-wave
(PAW) pseudopotentials (PP) [12,13] and PBE (Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof) exchange-correlation functional [14,15]. The choice of
PBE functional and PAW PP's was validated by parametrization runs
demonstrating good reproducibility of experimental lattice constants,
bulk moduli, and formation energies for bulk crystalline GaAs, and
InAs. A Brillouin zone integration was performed at 4 × 4 × 1
Monkhorst–Pack k-point mesh with 9 irreducible k-points and a
plane wave energy cut-off of 250 eV. A double (4 × 2) reconstructed
unit cell (~16.95 × 16.95 Å2, 140 atoms) was used, consisting of 7
atomic layers with a (001) surface orientation. The bottom layer As
atoms were passivated by H atoms with fractional 3/4 |e| charge to
mimic a continuous InGaAs bulk according to Ref. [16]. The slabs were
relaxed using Conjugate-Gradient (CG) relaxation algorithms with
0.05 eV/Å force tolerance level. During relaxation, the three bottom
layers were ﬁxed in their bulk positions. A vacuum layer of ~ 12 Å was
added over the slabs to eliminate spurious interaction through
periodic boundary conditions (PBC). To compensate for spurious
electric ﬁeld induced by PBC for this type of system, a dipole
correction was applied [10,11,17]. The preliminary In0.5Ga0.5As bulk
unit cell was formed from GaAs unit cell by substituting half of Ga
atoms by In atoms following checkerboard pattern and DFT
optimizing the lattice constant of the alloy to equilibrium value. All
slab total energies are reported per double (4 × 2) unit cell.

3. Results and discussions
3.1. Experimental results
3.1.1. Room temperature 300 K In0.53Ga0.47As Surface
Shown in Fig. 1a is a typical large scale ﬁlled state RT-STM image of
In0.53Ga0.47As(001) surface after As-decapping and annealing at
460 °C. The surface exhibits large, well-ordered, ﬂat terraces. The
main feature for the group III rich In0.53Ga0.47As(001) surface is rows
running in the [110] direction. The distance between the rows is 17 Å.
Between the rows are trough regions. STM images reveal that this
(4 × 2) surface is similar to the surface reconstructions of several other
low bandgap III–V materials like InSb(001)–(4 × 2) and InAs(001)–
(4 × 2) surfaces, which have been observed by several groups [18–23].
However it is distinct from the Ga-rich GaAs(001)–(4 × 2) reconstruction [24–29]. Detailed reports of the surface reconstructions on
GaAs(001) can been found in reports by Northrup et al. and Chadi et
al. [24,30–33].
A quantitative comparison of the surface defect density on InAs
(001)–(4 × 2) and In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4 × 2) was performed. Filled
state STM images of group III rich InAs(001)–(4 × 2) and In0.53Ga0.47As
(001)–(4 × 2) surface are shown in Fig. 1a and b for comparison. The
absence of chemical impurities on the surface was conﬁrmed by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS): no C and O peaks were found on
the clean surface. For both clean (4 × 2) surfaces, there are at least four
kinds of defects on the both surfaces. Fig. 1a shows the following
defects types (Dn): D1 as dark cuts on the row, D2 as protrusion dots
between the rows, D3 domain boundaries as depression lines in the
[−110] direction and D4 domain boundaries as protrusion lines in the
[110] direction. It is difﬁcult to compare D2, D3 and D4 defects between
InAs and In0.53Ga0.47As clean surfaces because quantities of these
three defects are small or almost zero on the InAs(001)–(4 × 2) clean
surface, so statistical errors are likely to occur. Therefore, only D1
defects are analyzed. For the D1 defects in Fig. 1a, there are 108 defects
on the rows in 75 nm × 75 nm In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4 × 2) surface. For
the same size InAs(001)–(4 × 2) surface, there are only 23 D1 defects
on the rows. Therefore, there are at least 4 times more D1 defects on
the In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4 × 2) clean surface than on the InAs(001)–
(4 × 2) clean surface since Fig. 1a represents one of the best
In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4 × 2) surface that has been prepared while the
InAs(001)–(4 × 2) in Fig. 1b is a typical surface.
Based on STM results, a RT In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4 × 2) structure
model is proposed in Fig. 1e that shows undimerized In/Ga atoms in
the top layer. The small scale ﬁlled state RT-STM images of the
In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4 × 2) surface in Fig. 1c and d show more detailed
information about the trough regions. For the RT In0.53Ga0.47As(001),
bright balls are imaged in the trough regions. The distance between the
bright balls in the trough regions is 8.5 Å which is close to 2 × the span of
the In0.53Ga0.47As(001) bulk unit cell (4.15 Å). However, the bright balls
are not observed on InSb(001)–(4× 2) and InAs(001)–(4× 2) trough
regions[18–23]. Conversely, the bright balls in the trough are observed
for InAs growth on GaAs(001) surface by Xu et al. [34] and for indiumadsorbed onto the GaP(001) surface by Shimomura et al. [35], but the
bright balls in the present study of group III rich In0.53Ga0.47As/InP(001)
are smaller. In the present study of In0.53Ga0.47As/InP(001)–(4× 2), the
bright balls sometimes completely ﬁll in the trough regions as shown
in Fig. 1c, and sometimes only partially ﬁll in the trough regions as
shown in Fig. 1d. It is possible that these bright balls result from
excess charges rather than atomic clusters, similar to what has been
observed on the clean GaAs(001)–(4× 2) surface [36,37]. However,
further experiments are needed to better understand these results.
Due to the lack of a regular, ordered existence of the bright balls on
the surface and the fact that the bright balls appear to result from
electrostatic rather than geometric origins, they will therefore not
be considered for structural assignment on the In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–
(4× 2) surface.
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Fig. 1. STM of In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4 × 2) at 300 K. (a) Filled state (sample voltage − 2 V, 75 nm × 75 nm) RT-STM image of the group III rich In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4 × 2) surface.
(b) Filled state (sample voltage − 2 V, 75 nm × 75 nm) RT-STM image of the group III rich InAs(001)–(4 × 2) surface. (c) Filled state (sample voltage − 2.5 V, 38 nm × 20 nm) RT-STM
image of the group III rich In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4 × 2) surface with higher trough resolution where the bright balls completely ﬁll in the trough region. (d) Same conditions as Fig. 1c
except that the bright balls only partially ﬁll in the trough region. (e) Ball-and-stick diagram of the group III rich In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4 × 2) at RT. There are at least four kinds of
defects on the surface: D1 as dark cuts on the row, D2 as protrusion dots between the rows, D3 domain boundaries as depression lines in the [−110] direction, and D4 domain
boundaries as protrusion lines in the [110] direction.

3.1.2. Low temperature 77 K In0.53 Ga0.47As Surface
Fig. 2a shows a ﬁlled state STM image of group III rich
In0.53Ga0.47As(001) at low temperature (77 K). The LT-STM image
pattern is distinctly different than the RT-STM image pattern,
especially in rows along [110] direction (Fig. 2a and b). At 77 K, the

space between the vertical rows is still 17 Å (4 ×) in the [−110]
direction. However, the rows at LT are not continuous; instead, they
are composed of separated bright blocks predominantly spaced 17 Å
apart (4 ×) in the [110] direction. In the trough regions between the
rows, no structure could be resolved. Based on STM images, a LT

Fig. 2. STM of In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4 × 2) at 77 K. (a) A ﬁlled state (sample voltage −2 V, 30 nm × 30 nm) LT-STM image of the group III rich In0.53Ga0.47As(001) surface.
(b) Expanded LT-STM image taken from the green box in Fig. 2a. (c) Ball-and-stick diagram of the group III rich In0.53Ga0.47As(001) at LT. Note that the 8 black dots in Fig. 2b
correspond to 8 In/Ga atoms on two In/Ga rows in Fig. 2c, 4 of them are dimerized and 4 of them are undimerized.
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In0.53Ga0.47As(001) structure model is proposed. Fig. 2c shows the
ball-and-stick diagram of In0.53Ga0.47As at LT. This structure consists of
one In/Ga dimer and two undimerized In/Ga atoms per double (4 × 2)
unit cell in the top layer [20]; note the detailed DFT results are
explained in the calculations section. The positions of In/Ga dimer and
undimerized In/Ga atoms in the row are assigned as black balls shown
in Fig. 2b. The distribution analysis of dimer and spacing between
dimers has been performed on InAs and InGaAs surfaces based on
77 K LT-STM data to determine most probable surface structures. The
analysis shows that the most probable dimer and spacing between
dimers for InGaAs and InAs are the same (8.4 Å). However, the
distribution of dimer spacing is broader for InGaAs, and the second
most common spacing is 12.6 Å. Several possible dimer and spacing
structures are shown in Fig. 3e.
The phase transition between the RT (4 × 2) reconstruction and the
LT reconstruction is reversible because the surface reconstructions are
observed in both the transition from RT to LT and the transition from
LT to RT directions. It is noted contaminants can be excluded from
causing the LT reconstruction because (a) the RT surface structure can

be recovered by heating the LT structure to RT; (b) the pressure in the
STM chamber is below 1 × 10− 10 Torr during cooling and LT imaging;
(c) physisorbates rarely make ordered structures [20].
3.1.3. Electronic properties of In0.53Ga0.47As surface
Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) was used to determine the
electronic properties of the surface. In STS, the tip is placed above the
surface, and the tunneling current I(V), along with its ﬁrst derivative dI/
dV spectrum, is measured as a function of the tip-sample voltage. The
positions of the band edges relative to 0 V (Fermi level) are used to
determine the Fermi level position. Fig. 4a and b, shows STS spectra of
the clean n-type and p-type In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4× 2) surfaces at RT.
These dI/dV curves were acquired at 15–20 different spots on the same
surface for both n-type and p-type samples; afterwards, they are
averaged to get STS results shown in Fig. 4. For each curve, one bandgap
value and distance of Fermi level position relative to CBM or VBM are
obtained. The experiments were repeated on 15 different samples using
different tips to get the average value and standard deviation of Fermi
level position relative to CBM or VBM. For clean n-type samples, the

Fig. 3. The experimentally observed distribution of dimer lengths and spacings between dimers on InAs and InGaAs surfaces from 77 K LT-STM data. (a) InGaAs dimer length
distribution. (b) InGaAs spacing distribution. (c) InAs dimer length distribution. (d) InAs spacing distribution. (e) Possible InAs and InGaAs dimer and spacing structures. The most
probable surface structures for InAs and InGaAs are almost identical; however, InGaAs has broader dimer spacing distribution.
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Fig. 4. Scanning tunneling spectroscopy for the following group III rich In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–
(4× 2) surfaces. (a) Clean n-type surface. (b) Clean p-type surface. For clean surfaces, the
Fermi level (0 V) lies between the valence band (VB) and midgap for n-type, and near the VB
for p-type. These results are based on statistical analysis of more 15 samples/STM tips.

Fermi level should reside near the conduction band (CB) for an
unpinned dipole-free surface. However, the STS spectra on over 15
samples/STM tips shows that for n-type In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4× 2)
surface, the Fermi level resides between the midgap and the valence
band (VB) (0.31 ± 0.18 eV close to VB). The Fermi level shift may be
caused by surface band bending or by gap states; a surface dipole may
exist due to differences in the number of ﬁlled and empty dangling
bonds on the surface or from surface defects; a more detailed discussion
can been found in Ref. [38]. For p-type In0.53Ga0.47As(001)–(4× 2)
surface, the Fermi level resides near the VB (0.26 ± 0.09 eV close to VB)
which is typical for unpinned dipole-free surface but also consistent
with a surface dipole or the pinning states near the VB.
3.2. Density functional theory results
In order to understand the difference in the surface reconstruction
between 300 K and 77 K on In0.53Ga0.47As(001), DFT calculations were
performed on a series of structure models. In Fig. 5, ﬁve possible
structures for the group III rich In0.5Ga0.5As(001)–(4 × 2) surface are
shown along with their energy differences relative to the lowest total
energy case (undimerized-buckled). Double unit cells are employed
because of the large unit cell observed in the low temperature surface
reconstruction. The criteria to distinguish all of these structures are
whether the row is dimerized, undimerized or mixed, and whether
the trough dimers are buckled or unbuckled. For example, the mixedbuckled structure consists of one In/Ga dimer and two undimerized
In/Ga atoms in the row, and one buckled In/Ga dimer plus three
unbuckled In/Ga dimers in the trough per double (4 × 2) unit cell. The
undimerized-buckled structure consists of four undimerized In/Ga
atoms in the row, and two buckled In/Ga dimers plus two unbuckled

Fig. 5. Summary of possible surface structures for InGaAs(001) according to DFT
calculations. Only the top atomic layers are shown for clarity of presentation. (a) Mixedunbuckled structure. (b) Undimerized-unbuckled structure. (c) Dimerized-unbuckled
structure. (d) Mixed-buckled structure. (e) Undimerized-buckled structure. Double unit
cells are employed because of the large unit cell observed in the low temperature surface
reconstruction. The dimerized-unbuckled and undimerized-unbuckled structures,
and corresponding DFT calculation are based on a single unit cell which was extended
into a double unit cell since a relaxed structure with unbuckled In/Ga dimers in the
trough for a double unit cell could not be found. A single (4 × 2) unit cell is indicated in
undimerized-unbuckled [Fig. 5b] and dimerized-unbuckled structures [Fig. 5c]. Other
two InGaAs cases (mixed-buckled and undimerized-buckled structures) are based on a
double unit cell. The energies shown in the ﬁgure is their energy differences relative
to the lowest total energy case (undimerized-buckled). Buckled atoms in the upward
position are highlighted with up symbol. Note Fig. 5a is not relaxed structure.

In/Ga dimers in the trough per double (4 × 2) unit cell. The main
difference between the mixed-buckled structure and the undimerized-buckled structure is that for each double (4 × 2) unit cell, mixedbuckled structure has one row In/Ga dimer in the topmost layer and
one buckled dimer in the trough, while undimerized-buckled
structure has no row dimers and two buckled dimers in the trough.
The relative energy differences in Fig. 5 are the total energy
differences per double (4 × 2) unit cell. The dimerized-unbuckled
and the undimerized-unbuckled structures, and their energy DFT
calculations are based on a single unit cell, and, subsequently,
extended into a double unit cell since there is no relaxed structure
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found with unbuckled In/Ga dimers in the trough for a double unit cell
calculation. The other two cases (mixed-buckled and undimerizedbuckled structures) are based on a double unit cell. For mixedunbuckled case, a relaxed stable structure was not obtained. The
mixed-unbuckled energy shown in Fig. 5a is estimated based on the
DFT calculated energies of dimerized-unbuckled and undimerizedunbuckled structures. From the relative energies in Fig. 5 of the
dimerized-unbuckled and the undimerized-unbuckled structures, the
dimerization energy for In0.5Ga0.5As(001)–(4 × 2) surface is estimated
to be zero so the mixed-unbuckled energy is estimated to be
degenerate with the dimerized-unbuckled and the undimerized
unbuckled energies. Spin-polarization effects were also investigated,
but spin-polarization did not affect the relative total energies.
3.2.1. Trough structure
According to the DFT calculations, structures with highly buckled
trough dimers are predicted to be more stable than structures with
only tilted trough dimers by at least 0.79 eV for InGaAs and 0.52 eV for
InAs [20] per double unit cell. It is noted that the symmetry of the
buckling in the trough is slightly different for the InGaAs(001)–(4 × 2)
undimerized-buckled structure than the symmetry for the buckling in
the trough for InAs(001)–(4 × 2) presented in Ref. [20] because of the
propensity of In atoms to be in the up position. Two other highly
buckled trough dimers structures with different buckling directions
were also investigated, but buckling direction did not affect the total
energies by more than 0.03–0.08 eV. The height difference between
buckled and unbuckled dimers is around 1.2–1.3 Å. However,
experimentally there is no strong evidence showing that the trough
is buckled for InAs at both 300 K room temperature and 77 K low
temperature [20]. For InAs, there are three experimental observations
which strongly argue against the existence of extreme buckling in the
trough: (a) STM image at 77 K of the trough clearly shows trough
dimers without buckling; (b) the 77 K experimental structure clearly
has mixed dimerized and undimerized In atoms on the row in contrast
to the lowest energy structure calculated by DFT with buckled trough
dimers; (c) the experimental reconstruction changes between 77 K
and 300 K, but the DFT energy difference between mixed-buckled and
undimerized-buckled InAs structures are more than 0.61 eV per
double (4 × 2) unit cell which is inconsistent with the experimentally
observed switch in reconstruction between 77 K and 300 K. Therefore,
the extremely buckled structures were considered highly unlikely as
possible structures for the InAs(001) surface. It was hypothesized that
the DFT was not in agreement with the experiments for the trough
structure because the limited cell size employed in DFT could not
reproduce the strain in a real system with limited terrace size and
surface defects. However, it is noted that even though buckled trough
atoms were not observed at 77 K on InAs(0010)–(4 × 2), it is possible
that the atoms in the trough are still ﬂuctuating between buckled and
unbuckled positions at 77 K.
For InGaAs case, there is no trough resolution at 300 K nor at 77 K
but again three arguments apply: (a) The difference in height
observed by STM between the row and trough is 1.2 to 1.5 Å at both
77 K and 300 K on both InAs(001)–(4 × 2) and InGaAs(001)–(4 × 2);
this is consistent with the InAs(001)–(4 × 2) and InGaAs(001)–(4 × 2)
having the same trough structures. This height does not match the
difference in height between the relaxed row In/Ga atoms and
unbuckled trough atoms in the DFT calculations (2.3 Å), but the same
issue was observed with InAs(001)–(4 × 2) and is presumed to be due
to the highly perturbed electronic structure of the trough atoms. (b)
The 77 K experimental structure clearly has mixed dimers on the row
in contrast to the lowest energy structure calculated by DFT with
buckled trough dimers. (c) The experimental reconstruction changes
between 77 K and 300 K, but the DFT energy difference between
mixed-buckled and undimerized-buckled InGaAs structures are more
than 0.38 eV per double (4 × 2) unit cell which is inconsistent with the
experimentally observed switch in reconstruction between 77 K and

300 K. All the calculations shown in Fig. 5 assume that In/Ga atoms
have equal distribution on the InGaAs surface. Since it is known that
the InGaAs surface can be enriched in indium due to surface
segregation [39], the DFT calculations were also run with only In
atoms in the topmost layer. The energy differences between these
cases were similar to the non-In enriched surface. When the surface
layer consists of only indium atoms, there is still buckling in the
trough consistent with the buckling not being an artifact of the choice
of a regular polymorph for InGaAs. The difference between experiment and theory for unbuckled and buckled is probably due to the
inability of the small slab to capture the proper strain relaxation of the
experimentally observed surface which has terraces sizes well over
10–100 × larger than the double unit cells employed in these
calculations.
3.2.2. Row structure
For the other three structures: dimerized-unbuckled, undimerized-unbuckled and mixed-unbuckled, since the trough structures
remain same, the main difference lies on the row structure. For
unbuckled InGaAs(001) surface, the dimerization energy is about
0 eV. All three unbuckled InGaAs(001) reconstructions are energetically degenerate.
A DFT molecular dynamics (MD) study was performed to
determine if the surface row ﬂuctuates between the dimerized
structure (mixed-unbuckled) and the undimerized structure (undimerized-unbuckled) at elevated temperature. In these calculations,
the trough dimers (8 In/Ga atoms) and 12 adjacent to them As atoms
were ﬁxed in the z direction in the nearly ﬂat positions of the
dimerized-unbuckled relaxed structure to provide a realistic simulation of the experimentally observed structures; all other surface and
subsurface atoms were free to move except the bottom three layers
which were always ﬁxed in their bulk-like positions. The InGaAs
sample was DFT annealed at 900 K for 1000 fs with a 1.0 fs time steps.
The elevated temperature was employed instead of 300 K to reduce
the number of time steps required to simulate dimer breaking and
formation. The results were checked by doing simulations at a second
elevated temperature (1200 K). Fig. 6 shows the row structures of
InGaAs clean surface annealed at 900 K at different annealing times
(fs). The 125 fs and 126 fs snapshots are the transition structures
before and after row dimer breaking. The 324 fs and 325 fs snapshots
are the transition structures before and after row dimer formation.
The 779 fs and 780 fs snapshots are the transition structures before
and after row dimer re-breaking. These results clearly show that
surface row dimers can spontaneously break their dimer bonds and
switch back to form dimer bonds between three unbuckled structures
since the total energy difference is so small. In a simple Arrhenius
model, since the formation/breaking time is 260 fs at 900 K, the
formation/breaking time should be about 2 ps at 300 K. The estimated
300 K ﬂuctuation time is faster than the STM scanning time (around
100 ms) consistent with a 300 K surface showing an undimerizedunbuckled surface structure due to a thermal superposition of
dimerized-unbuckled, undimerized-unbuckled and mixed-unbuckled
structures since undimerized row structures have higher symmetry.
A detailed analysis of the annealing calculation shows the
mechanism of rapid dimer formation and breaking. In the initial
structure (0 fs), the row is mixed with one In/Ga dimer and two
undimerized In/Ga atoms. The bond angles between edge As atoms
and row In/Ga atoms are different for the undimerized and dimerized
structures. For the undimerized structure, the bond angles are
between 166° and 178°, consistent with sp hybridization. For
dimerized structure, the bond angles are between 138° and 143°
consistent with a strained sp2 hybridization since these bond angles
are slightly larger than the ideal 120° for sp2 hybridized system. At
125 fs, As atoms 5, 6 and their neighboring row Ga atom move in the
positive x direction, and As atoms 7, 8 and their neighboring In atom
move in the negative x direction. The bond length between the
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Fig. 6. DFT molecular dynamics (MD) model of the row structures of InGaAs clean surface annealed at 900 K at different annealing times in femtoseconds (fs). Bond angles for atomic
positions are calculated to assist in determining the mechanisms of row dimers formation and breaking. The normal to the paper is the z direction.

dimerized In and Ga atoms is expanded from 2.79 Å (0 fs, dimerized
In/Ga atoms) to 3.16 Å (125 fs). This twist bending mode makes this
row dimer break.
At 324 fs, As atoms 1, 2, 3, 4 and the undimerized neighboring row
In/Ga atoms all are moving in the negative x direction. At 324 fs, these
In/Ga atoms are also moving upwards in the z direction increasing
their bond angles with the row edge As atoms to 126°–128° thereby
forming a sp2 geometry which allows row dimer formation.
Simultaneously, the bond length between these Ga and In atoms
becomes shorter, from 4.20 Å (0 fs, undimerized In/Ga atoms) to
3.10 Å (324 fs). The initial row bond formed at 324 fs is not
completely relaxed; at 388 fs, the In/Ga atoms are closer (2.48 Å).
After 388 fs, the In/Ga atoms bond length becomes larger and the
upper row dimer start to break. At 779 fs, the upper row In/Ga dimer
bond length is 3.17 Å, and these In/Ga are moving back close to the
initial structure (0 fs, undimerized In/Ga atoms) in the z direction
causing the bond angle to increase and thereby breaking the dimer at
780 fs.
In summary, three ways to form or break the row dimers were
observed in the DFT-MD simulations: (a) as shown in the 125 fs
diagram, a large twist and bend greatly elongates an In/Ga dimer bond
thereby breaking a dimer bond; (b) as shown in the 324 fs diagram, a
In/Ga upwards z direction motion decreases the bond angles from sp
to sp2 thereby forming a dimer bond; (c) as shown in the 779 fs
diagram, In/Ga downwards z direction motion increases the bond
angles from sp2 to sp thereby breaking a dimer bond.
77 K STM experimental results strongly suggest that the most
probable row structure for InGaAs is mixed row structure, which
consists of one In/Ga dimer and two undimerized In/Ga atoms in the
row per double unit cell. However, there is another probable row
structure for InGaAs surface (12.6 Å) shown in Fig. 3. This is similar to
Ge(001)–(2 × 1) cases at RT and LT [36]. At RT, In/Ga atoms in the top
layer ﬂuctuate between the dimerized structure and the undimerized
structure. At LT, the surface atoms are frozen. The same DFT-MD study
was performed on InAs(001)–(4 × 2) using the identical DFT parameters employed for InGaAs(001)–(4 × 2). Again at 900 K, starting
with an initial mixed row structure and ﬂat trough dimers, row dimer
breaking and formation was observed on within the 1000 fs
simulation time. The mechanisms of row dimer formation and
breaking were almost identical, the extreme motion of row edge As
atoms increasing the In–In dimer bond length weakening the In–In
bond, z motion induced changes in bond angles, and extreme
dimer bond lengthening. These results are consistent with the 300 K
InAs(001)–(4 × 2) structure also being a thermal superposition (see
supplemental materials).
3.2.3. Density of states
The density of states (DOS) of dimerized-unbuckled, mixedbuckled, and undimerized-buckled structures have been studied to
identify the source of the Fermi level pinning. DOS was calculated and

shown in the bandgap region. Both mixed and undimerized-buckled
structures contain row In/Ga atoms making only two bonds with row
edge As atoms; these atoms are sp hybridized in contrast to nearly all
other III–V surface reconstructions except InAs(001)–(4 × 2) [20]. The
atoms are considered sp hybridized due to their coordination to two
atoms while having close to 180° bond angles. It is surprising to ﬁnd
stable sp hybridized atoms on a group III rich surface since all other
known surface reconstructions have only sp2 and sp3 hybridized
atoms on the surfaces. These sp hybridized In/Ga atoms may have
dangling bonds which pin the Fermi level. Fig. 7c shows the DOS
results of the clean undimerized-buckled In0.5Ga0.5As(001) surface.
There is a reasonable bandgap containing no states for undimerizedbuckled structure. This shows that the sp hybridized atoms do not pin
the Fermi level.
The trough dimers are a likely source of the Fermi level pinning
since they are in a strained atomic geometry. Each of the tricoordinated In/Ga atoms in the trough has an empty dangling bond so the
relaxed geometry would be triangular planar sp2 bonding; instead, in
the unbuckled geometry from the DFT model, the trough In/Ga atoms
are in a tetrahedral sp3 geometry. Buckling of the trough In/Ga dimer
allows the dimer atom in the down position to have a more sp2
bonding geometry while placing the dimer atom in the upward
position to be in a more sp3 bonding geometry; this would be
unstrained if there was charge transfer to the atoms in the upward
position to ﬁll their dangling bonds. As shown in Fig. 7, for unbuckled
and mixed-buckled structures, there is no bandgap consistent with
the strained unbuckled trough dimers or the row dimers in these
reconstructions pinning the Fermi level.
To identify whether the strained unbuckled trough dimers or the
row dimers, or both of them pin the Fermi level, the banddecomposed electron charge densities for the mixed-buckled and
the undimerized-buckled structures are calculated and plotted in
Fig. 8. The bandgap states are visualized by calculating and summing
band-decomposed charge density between − 0.25 eV and 0.25 eV for
the pinned mixed-buckled structure; the valence band edge states are
visualized by calculating and summing the band-decomposed charge
density between − 0.5 eV and 0 eV (with Fermi level Ef = 0 eV) for the
unpinned undimerized-buckled structure; the conduction band edge
states are visualized by calculating and summing the band-decomposed charge density between 0 eV and + 0.5 eV for the unpinned
undimerized-buckled structure.
The spatial distribution of bandgap states shows that the mixedbuckled structure has pinning states localized at the strained
unbuckled trough dimers and no pinning states on the row atoms,
as shown in Fig. 8a. This result is consistent with surface pinning of
group III rich In0.5Ga0.5As(001)–(4 × 2) being caused by the strained
unbuckled trough dimers, and not by the row atoms. For the
undimerized-buckled structure, the buckling of the trough dimers
relieves the stress and unpins the surface. The ﬁlled valence band edge
state distribution for undimerized-buckled structure is localized on
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Fig. 7. DFT relaxed atomic structures and density of states (DOS) curves for group III rich In0.5Ga0.5As(001) reconstructions. The dimerized-unbuckled and mixed-buckled structures
have no bandgap, and the surfaces are pinned. The undimerized-buckled structure has a bandgap, and the surface is unpinned.

the buckled In/Ga atoms in the trough and while the empty
conduction band edge states are localized on the undimerized In/Ga
atoms in the row.
A top view of the undimerized-buckled band edge ﬁlled states
from − 0.5 eV to 0 eV and empty states from 0 eV to + 0.5 eV shows
there is only empty orbital overlap between the sp In/Ga atoms
consistent with the row sp In/Ga atoms forming π bonding with the
row edge As atoms instead of forming partially ﬁlled dangling bonds.
Since the 300 K data is expected to be a superposition of isomers of
the three unbuckled structures, DFT predicts a pinned Fermi level for
the clean In0.5Ga0.5As(001) surface consistent with the data. To better
understand the mechanism of the pinning by the unbuckled trough
dimers, the Bader charges on all the surface atoms were calculated
[40–42]. The Bader charges of atoms are obtained by spatial
decomposition of 3D ﬁeld of converged electron density to regions
centered at particular atoms and subsequent charge density integration within these regions. The 3D charge density ﬁeld is decomposed
to atomic regions by performing a gradient analysis and ﬁnding zeroﬂux surfaces around atoms. The Bader charge approach provides
much more meaningful and physically correct charge calculation for

plane-wave DFT calculations than charge density integration within
spherical regions of empirical atomic radii. Note, that a Bader charge
having a positive value indicates number of valence electrons
associated with a particular atom. In the present simulations, positive
Bader charge differences indicate increasing of the electron charges
associated with the atoms, which makes the atoms more negatively
charged. The relative charge differences are calculated from Bader
charge differences between surface atoms and bulk atoms. For
example, the tricoordinated row edge As atoms lose electrons
compared to bulk As atoms so they are shown with negative changes
in Bader charge in Fig. 8.
In Fig. 8, the results show all the surface atoms have close to bulklike charge for both mixed-buckled and undimerized-buckled structures, and the largest charge transfer is only ~0.3 electrons for any of
the surface atoms. Comparing Bader charges between mixed-buckled
(pinned structure) and undimerized-buckled (unpinned structure), in
the unpinned undimerized-buckled structure, two row In/Ga atoms in
the lower half of the row lose a total of 0.19 electrons, the four As atoms
at the edge of row lose a total of 0.24 electrons, and the In/Ga dimer in
the lower left of the trough gains 0.2 electrons. The breaking of the row
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Fig. 8. The band-decomposed electron charge densities and Bader charge differences relative to in-bulk atoms of group III rich In0.5Ga0.5As(001) for the mixed-buckled and
undimerized-buckled. (a) The mixed-buckled structure with the charge density summed between − 0.25 eV and + 0.25 eV; the contour spacing is 5 × 10−3 eÅ− 3. (b) The
undimerized-buckled structure with the band edge ﬁlled states charge density summed between − 0.5 eV and 0 eV (Fermi level Ef = 0 eV); the contour spacing is 1 × 10−2 eÅ− 3. (c)
The undimerized-buckled for band edge empty states with the charge density summed between 0 eV and + 0.5 eV; the contour spacing is 2 × 10−3 eÅ− 3. The charge density is in
blue. The buckled atoms in the upward position are highlighted with up symbol in the third column. For the top view and the Bader charge view, only the top three atomic layers are
shown. For the Bader charges, the relative charge differences are shown. The relative charge differences are calculated from differences between surface atoms and bulk atoms.

dimers bonds induces a buckling of one of the trough dimers, and the
buckling causes a charge transfer of about 0.2 electrons to the trough
dimer which partially ﬁlls the dangling bond on the buckled trough
atoms partially relieving the strain. In essence, the unpinning is
accompanied by a small charge transfer from the rows to the buckled
trough dimer stabilizing the atom in the sp3 buckled up position. This is
consistent with the buckled trough dimers being unpinned and the
unbuckled trough dimers being pinned as shown by the bandgap states
in Fig. 7(a). Although the DFT model is consistent with the STS data, it is
noted that the high density of surface defects may affect the
experimental electronic properties of In0.5Ga0.5As(001)–(4× 2).
4. Conclusions
STM images of the decapped group III rich In0.53Ga0.47As(001)
surface reconstruction have been obtained at both 300 K and 77 K.
Empirically, the STM results are consistent with different surface
reconstructions. At 300 K, STM images show that the In0.53Ga0.47As
(001) surface reconstruction is comprised of undimerized In/Ga
atoms in the top layer. Conversely, 77 K STM images show that the
In0.53Ga0.47As(001) surface reconstruction is primarily comprised of
one In/Ga dimer and two undimerized In/Ga atoms in the top layer in

a double (4 × 2) unit cell. STS results show that for clean 300 K
surfaces, the Fermi level resides between the valence band (VB) and
midgap for n-type, and near the VB for p-type consistent with the RT
surface being either pinned or having a large surface dipole. DFT
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations show that the 300 K structure
is not a unique structure distinct from the 77 K structure but instead
the experimentally observed 300 K structure is consistent with a
thermal superposition of three structures including the 77 K structure.
DFT-MD show the row dimer formation and breaking is facilitated by
the very large motions of tricoodinated row edge As atoms and z
motion of In/Ga row atoms induced changes in As–In/Ga–As bond
angles at elevated temperature. DFT calculations of the banddecomposed charge density indicate that the strained unbuckled
trough dimers being responsible for the surface pinning.
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